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Willy chooses the wrong career and does not accomplish much during his life because of his poor career
choice. Themes from a Death of a Salesman are plentiful and confusing at times. Also, other parent and child
relations are seen throughout the play with Charley and his son Bernard, which can also be seen as another
type of peculiar relationship. The Allegory informs us how the world is a mysterious and dark cave, how us
humans live as trapped enclosed prisoners unable to do anything, and everything we go through as experiences
are shadows casted on the wall Throughout the piece, Miller uses his voice of conscience and passion for the
purpose of exposing the truth about the concepts. She indirectly causes the dysfunction in the family, because
she supports the bad decisions Willy and her boys make, instead of doing the right thing and not supporting
them Biff and Happy hold their father to impossibly high standards, and he tries his best to live up to them In
that context, Willy is referring to how he had been popular just like Biff, and so it is reasonable that he would
love sales just like him and achieve such incredible success in a short period just like him Miller  From my
perspective Willie Loman is not an open book Willy teaches Biff and Happy not to take orders from anyone.
Whenever Willy is not able to accept the present, he reverts to the past where Biff is usually nearby. Also, a
peculiar fact is that Willy was lost in what should have been Biff's memory to behold. Willy states "Not
finding yourself at the age of thirty-four is a disgrace" Millar Act I: 5. His father thinks that he could be a very
successful person if only he stopped wasting his talents and gets on track. When Willy wakes up he
intentionally forgets about all his problems and goes on with his life. All the people Dave ever knew came.
Some names to focus on are Loman, Ben, and Happy. Miller based the character on his uncle, and termed him
as a homely and ridiculous little man who never stopped to struggle for a particular victory, as he seeks to
achieve his lost self by using the name of his son on his own business. Biff, the elder son does not care much
about publicity and fame built on daydreams, but rather wants to embrace and face the real situation, unlike
Willy-his father and his brother Happy. In Death of a Salesman, two of these other results are dehumanization
and a loss of individual freedom. Willy ends up killing himself because of the overwhelming amount of
lingering problems. In the modern era God-controlled nobles are not the only who suffer from considerable
flaws. The Marxist Theory of Consumerism in Death of a Salesman, a Play by Arthur Miller Karl Marx is one
of the greatest names associated with communism, but arguably his greatest works stem from economics
rather than politics. Willy is the main character who is an older salesperson who is lost in false hopes and
illusions, a man who dreams of an easy success and wealth, but throughout his life, never achieves much
There were thousands mourning his death. Willy Loman never made a lot of money. But, what is more,
revealing is how he needs his sons to idealize him, in this period of time his relationship with Biff is very
cordial and loving, because: Biff is young and handsome, the captain of the football team which meant that he
could have his pick when it came to dates, when he confessed to stealing a ball, Willy excuses the act by
saying the coach would have wanted his star player to have more practice. The Requiem serves as a tribute to
Willy Loman. He puts so much focus on trying to be a great salesman that he lets the other areas of his life fall
through the cracks. Tackling Many Topics Focusing on all or many topics gives you the freedom to move
from one to another. Willy is a pushy father who wants to show his children Biff and Happy that success is
most important Imagery in Death of a Salesman. People look to what is simple and familiar when trying to
gain a sense of individuality. However, Biff is the only one in the family who realizes that they had been
living a lie and tells the family so. They can be brother and sister, mother and daughter, or father and son.
Linda Loman is the enabler of the family because she just simply overlooks everything that her family does to
avoid living in their reality So attention must be paid Terrified by the mere thought of writing your college
paper?


